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Dove Valley Football Tournament

Stars of the Week

Last Friday we entered the Dove Valley Football
Tournament, held for the first time this year at
Burton Albion. We had a tough group, but managed
we first game 1 - 0, draw our second match 0
to win the
- 0 and narrowly lost the final game 1 – 0 with a last
minute goal! This meant we just missed out on
going through to the semi-finals. The children were
fantastic, their behaviour and effort were both
outstanding - we are so proud of them!

Reception - Noah
Class 1 - Jessica
Class 2 - Austin
Class 3 - Georgie
Class 4 - Jake
Class 5 - Lucy
Class 6 - Alfie
Headteacher’s Award - Amelia

Class 5 Fire Station Trip – Report by Scarlett & Maisy
First we saw a fire engine go out. After that we learnt how
dangerous fireworks and bonfires could be, we saw video of a
teenage boy who was messing around by throwing a deodorant
can in the fire. We also learnt about what to do if someone went
unconscious, we learnt how to do CPR on a dummy. Also we
learnt about the doctor ABC. The next room was the police room
and we learnt how to stay safe online. We got shown a video
about a girl who forgot to click the friends only button in the
privacy section on social media and we learnt what age we should
be to go on social media {which is thirteen}. The next part of day
was visiting the blind spots on a lorry, which are the front, the
back and the opposite side to where the lorry driver was sitting.
On the way back everybody chatted about how good it was and
all the information we learnt!
Well done to Year 5 for their outstanding behaviour on the trip!

Attendance
Reception – 97.3%
Class 1 – 100%
Class 2 – 100%
Class 3 – 97.9%
Class 4 – 99.6%
Class 5 – 97.4%
Class 6 – 98.0%
Overall – 98.6%

Fantastic! Well done children!

Football Match vs Yoxall St Peters
Our busy football team had another
match this week, unfortunately ending
up on the wrong end of a 4-0 score line.
Well done to the children for not giving
up and trying until the end!

Break Time Snacks

Parking
A resident of Bushton Lane came into school today to
complain about parents parking on the double yellow
lines. Please be considerate when parking in the village.
Thank you.

Please will you help us by checking the
change the children bring in for snacks?
Children have been bringing in Euros,
American Cents and other foreign
currency, which of course can’t be
accepted by the kitchen staff. Thank
you for your help in this matter.

